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Civil Jury Verdicts 

    Timely coverage of civil jury

verdicts in Louisiana including court,

division, presiding judge, parties,

case number, attorneys and results. 

Medical Malpractice - After

being transported by ambulance to

the hospital with complaints of

dizziness, weakness and vomiting,

a patient was examined by the

defendant doctor, who prescribed

anti-nausea medication and sent the

patient home - the following day

the patient was found to have

suffered a stroke which left him

severely disabled both physically

and mentally - the court entered

summary judgment for plaintiff on

the issue of liability, leaving only

causation and damages for the jury

to consider

Robinson v. Brumberger, 10-13020

Plaintiff: Todd J. Bialous, Bialous 

Law Firm, New Orleans

Defense: C. William Bradley, Jr. and 

Benjamin J. Biller, Bradley Murchison

Kelly & Shea, New Orleans

Verdict: $795,000 for plaintiff

Parish: Orleans

Judge: Ethel Simms Julien

Date: 6-26-13

    On 12-24-06 Wayne Robinson, then

age 55, was transported by

ambulance to the emergency

department at Hood Memorial with

complaints of dizziness, weakness

and vomiting.  Dr. Jeffrey

Brumberger performed a physical

examination of Robinson, which was

within normal limits.  Brumberger

ordered anti-nausea medication, after

which Robinson reported feeling

better.  Brumberger diagnosed

gastroenteritis and discharged the

patient.  

    The following day, Robinson was

discovered by his sister unable to

move from his bed.  He was taken to

Lallie Kemp Hospital and then

transferred to North Oaks Regional

Medical Center for further evaluation,

where he was diagnosed with having

suffered a stroke.  

    Robinson was given supportive

medication to minimize any existing

damage and prevent further damage. 

He was discharged on 1-5-07.  As a

result of the stroke, Robinson suffered

right-sided weakness, as well as other

severe mental and physical

disabilities which required the use of

a wheelchair.  When the case was

considered by the Medical Review

Panel, it found that Brumberger had

violated the standard of care, but did

not associate plaintiff’s ultimate harm

with defendant’s care.

    Robinson sued Brumberger, but

passed away prior to trial.  It was

plaintiff’s allegation that the doctor

had no formal training in emergency

medicine and was on hour 28 of a 36

hour shift at the time Robinson was

examined.  

    Plaintiff faulted Brumberger’s

failure to properly and timely treat his

condition and to conduct a complete

history and physical exam.  He

claimed that defendant presumed a

diagnosis of gastroenteritis that was

not supported by the available

information and failed to consider

consulting with a cardiologist and/or

a neurologist or to hold plaintiff for

further observation.  

    Defendant’s negligence resulted in

an unnecessary delay in treatment,

causing plaintiff’s injury and/or the

loss of chance for a better outcome. 

Plaintiff’s expert was Dr. Jonathan

Edlow, Emergency Medicine, Boston.
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An injured and mortified Madelyn

would recall she defecated on herself

during the tasering event.  It also left

her with scarring.

    In this federal lawsuit the mother-

daughter Zuppardos sued the

sheriff’s deputies and alleged both

excessive force and battery regarding

these events.  The plaintiffs also

presented a negligent training and

supervision account against Sheriff

Newell Normand.

    The police defended the case and

raised fact disputes.  Upon arriving

at the apartment on a noise

complaint, they smelled marijuana. 

The police, realizing Sabrina was not

involved, was permitted to make a

call to her mother.  Only after she

made a move at Dep. Caracci did he

act to bring her into compliance.      

Similarly the mother was arrested and

tasered after she struggled with the

police.  Madelyn countered that the

deputies only moved to arrest her

when she complained that she would
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verdict has been entered.

    Plaintiff has since moved for JNOV

on damages, seeking the entirety of

his past medicals of $60,558.  At the

time the record was reviewed, the

defense had not filed a response.

A Notable Mississippi Verdict

Nursing Home Negligence -
An elderly nursing home patient

suffering from Alzheimer’s fell and

broke her hip – she died six days

later of a pulmonary embolus

related to that fracture – her estate

alleged negligence by the nursing

home in failing to monitor her to

prevent falls and in having

inadequate staffing

Gulley v. Cleveland Nursing &

Rehabilitation Center, 10-70

Plaintiff: Levi Boone, III and Kevin 

Pulley, Boone Law Firm, PA,

Cleveland, MS

Defense: La’Verne Edney and 

Bradley W. Smith, Baker Donelson

Bearman Caldwell & Berkowitz,

Jackson, MS

Verdict: $1,000,000 for plaintiff

Court: Cleveland, Mississippi

Bolivar Circuit Court

Judge:  Charles Webster

Date: 9-19-13

    Annie Gulley, age 78 and a

widowed housewife, was a resident

in December of 2008 at Cleveland

Nursing & Rehabilitation Center. 

She suffered from Alzheimer’s,

dementia and her condition was frail. 

On 12-19-08, Gulley was pushing a

food tray down the hall and

sustained a fall.

    Three days later Gulley again got

up from her wheelchair and fell.  In

this second fall she broke her hip. 

She was taken to a local hospital and

a surgical repair was undertaken.  Six

days later Gulley died of a

pulmonary embolus.  Her treating

doctor, a geriatric specialist, linked

the embolus to the hip fracture.

    In this lawsuit prosecuted by

Gulley’s estate (representing her nine

surviving children), negligence was

alleged by the nursing home in

failing to properly monitor Gulley to

prevent her from falling.  It was

argued she either needed to be

properly monitored at all times or

temporarily restrained in her

wheelchair when not monitored –

this was because Gulley was unable

(because of her dementia) to

appreciate the risk of harm if she

tried to get up out of her wheelchair.

    The estate also noted the body

alarm used by the nursing home was

not effective because Gulley could

wander after it was applied.  Nursing

staff were not close enough to

respond to the alarm in time to

prevent injury.  The estate also

focused on inadequate staffing at the

nursing home.  At the time Gulley

fell, there were just two CNAs on the

nursing home’s so-called “confined

memory unit” to monitor 21 patients. 

The estate’s liability expert was

Karen Goldsmith, RN, Bavard, NC.

    Cleveland Nursing &

Rehabilitation Center defended the

case that Gulley was properly

monitored at all times.  The defense

also postured that the use of

restraints was not appropriate.  In

response to the allegation of

inadequate staffing, the nursing

home postured its staffing levels met

applicable minimum standards. [The

plaintiff replied meeting minimum

standards was not the test – the key

was having enough staff to meet

needs and in this case, two CNAs

were not enough.] The defense

experts were Gaye Ragland, RN,

Jackson and Edwin Meeks, Nursing

Home Director, Columbus.

    The jury’s verdict was for the estate

on the negligence claim.  It made a

general award of non-economic

damages to the estate in the sum of

$1,000,000.  No judgment had yet

been entered when the case was

reviewed.  It will be interesting to see

if Judge Webster imposes the limit as

mandated by Mississippi’s tort reform

scheme.  He has deviated from the

scheme in another case, a notable $7.5

million premises liability fire death

case from Coahoma County. See Case

No. 209 from the 2011 Year in Review,

Carter v. Interstate Realty Management

et al, tried to verdict on September 2,

2011.
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